
Class meeting 4 (of 8): Where are we now?

• Discourse is shaped by the world, and discourse shapes the 
world.

• Discourse is shaped by people’s purposes, and discourse 
shapes possible purposes.

• Discourse is shaped by linguistic structure, and discourse 
shapes linguistic structure.

• Discourse is shaped by participants, and discourse shapes 
participants.

• Discourse is shaped by prior discourse, and discourse shapes 
the possibilities for future discourse.

• Discourse is shaped  by its media, and it shapes the possibilities 
of its media.

Figure 1.1 How discourse is shaped by its context, and how 
discourse shapes its context



What is structure?

Why do we need structure?



What are the basic units of discourse?

Words?

Clauses/lines/t-units, etc: Fig. 4.1



“Fire in the Mill”: try re-transcribing in lines a la Sherzer

I, yeah I’m a steel worker
I I you know I I I’m proud I made it, through 43 years,  
a steel mill is, 
I had a lot of brushes with very serious situations in the 
steel mill 
but    [I survived 

INT: [It’s a dangerous place, yeah.]
I came] out with fingers and toes and um 
I had some serious incidents 
and I had some real,  life-threatening, 
I was in some life-threatening situations, [several times



Old and new information and the structure of sentences

“…speakers tend, as the default choice, to put relatively 
familiar information at the beginning of a sentence, and 
relatively new, unfamiliar information closer to the end. 
Hearers accordingly expect this order.”

My father, he’s fit to be tied. 
(topic: easily identified) (comment: new information about 
him) 

. . that house on Grant Street, it was right by the graveyard 
(topic: already mentioned) (comment: new information 
about it) 

Starting with new information requires extra work:

AW:   and are all the people in this band at school? 
Peter: er no there’s my cousin . who’s seventeen and he 
he’s not doing it though cos he’s working 



Cohesion

a. An excellent example of an epic poem is “The Odyssey.” A 
long narrative or story is usually included in epic poems. Certain 
conventions almost always mark this story. The epic simile is one 
of these. The stature of a great hero is enhanced through its use. 
The ideals of particular societies are personified in such a hero. 
The trait of bravery, naturally, is among these ideals. But courtesy 
always accompanies bravery. And many particular ways of 
acting are included in this courtesy. 

b. “The Odyssey” is an excellent example of an epic poem. Epic 
poems usually include a long narrative or story. This story is almost 
always marked by certain conventions. One of these is the epic 
simile. It is normally used to enhance the stature of a great hero. 
Such a hero personifies the ideals of particular societies. Among 
these ideals, naturally, is the trait of bravery. But bravery is always 
accompanied by courtesy. And this courtesy includes many 
particular ways of acting. 



4.9 Starbucks employees like it when customers use a particular format in 
ordering their drinks. Here are some examples of “incorrect” drink orders, 
together with the order Starbucks baristas would prefer. What is the 
preferred order?  Why? 
Incorrect Preferred

Decaf, triple, grande, iced, nonfat cinnamon 
mocha

Iced, decaf, triple, grande, cinnamon, nonfat 
mocha

Soy green tea Frappuccino, grande, extra whip Grande soy green tea Frappuccino, extra whip

Triple grande vanilla soy latte, nonfat Grande triple nonfat vanilla soy latte

Venti cinnamon dolce latte with 2 expresso shots 
but skinny

Venti skinny double cinnamon dolce latte

Grande, 1 pump mocha syrup, nonfat, caramel 
macchiato

Grande nonfat caramel macchiato with one 
pump mocha syrup

Skinny mocha grande Grande skinny mocha

Grande caramel macchiato with 2 pumps toffee 
nut syrup, and could you please make that with 
nonfat milk?

Grande nonfat caramel macchiato with 2 pumps 
toffee nut syrup

Espresso, double Double espresso



Cohesion and coherence

Each person writes a sentence – any sentence. 
Read the sentences aloud in turn and have 
someone write them down as if they were 
connected prose.  

Why does the result seem different from 
connected prose? What is missing? Do you 
find yourselves trying to find ways to interpret 
the sentences as if they did have something to 
do with each other? Why do you suppose this 
happens? 



Coherence:  How many topics are there?  How are 
they related?

Cohesion:  How are sentences linked to previous and 
succeeding sentences?



Types of cohesive ties:

1. Reference:   The executive group, in many ways, is really similar 
to the lay audience. Right? How, how may they be a little bit 
different?

2. Substitution:  Do you think, think we’ve held most of the high 
school students to this point? Hope so.

3. Ellipsis: Teacher: Is anyone here a physics major?
Student: I am a physics major.

4. Conjunction: Sometimes I’ll give you an audience analysis sheet 
that I want you to fill out and tack onto the assignment. But for this 
particular one, I want you just to use, use all four of those as a 
general guide to get you started. And to answer the kind of 
questions you need to for this assignment.

5. Lexical cohesion: Fig. 4.2, p. 117



4.10 Here, again, is one of the extracts from the 
writing teacher. We identified examples of 
conjunction in this passage above. What other 
cohesive strategies are in use here? Which ones 
create ties to parts of the discourse that presumably 
came before or after this part? Look for examples of 
reference, substitution, ellipsis, and lexical cohesion.

Sometimes I’ll give you an audience analysis sheet 
that I want you to fill out and tack onto the 
assignment. But for this particular one, I want you just 
to use, use all four of those as a general guide to get 
you started. And to answer the kind of questions you 
need to for this assignment.



The structure of “fully developed” (rehearsed, often-
retold) narrative

Abstract

Orientation (may use progressive aspect in English)

Complicating action

Result or resolution

Coda

Evaluation (throughout)



Assignment 4: narrative analysis of “Fire in the 
Mill”



But not all narratives in conversation are “fully developed”:

Lucy: I don’t think Mrs um Andrews is being fair
because um … when we were back at school um (.)
this girl? (.) she pulled um (.) Vicky’s dress up t’here ((gestures with hand high on

chest)) in front of the boys

Mom: mhm?

Lucy: She only (.) all she did was get a day in detention. 

F: No, the moment he sees us he’ll say, eh, ‘What’s up girls? 
Come out for a coffee?’
F: We’ll tell him yes, come for a coffee, Pavlos will then say 
‘Come sit with us.’
F: Pavlos will insist, he’ll ask, ‘They are not imposing, Makis, are 
they?’
F: To begin with, we’ll say ‘No, guys.
F: We don’t want to impose,’ right?
T: Then Pavlos will say, ‘Girls DO SIT DOWN, SIT DOWN.’



The emergent structuring of conversation 
(Conversation Analysis)

Table 4.2, p. 136-137



Discussion:

In what sense(s) is discourse “rule-governed”?

Assignment: narrative analysis of “Fire in the Mill”


